[{"_index":"commonswiki_file_1709912325","_type":"_doc","_id":"10073556","_version":[],"_source":{"template":["Template:Information","Template:PermissionTicket","Template:PermissionTicket\/en","Template:PermissionTicket\/layout","Template:Dir","Template:LayoutTemplateArgs","Template:Color","Template:Infobox template tag","Template:PD-self","Template:PD-Layout","Template:License template tag","Template:SDC statement has value","Module:Information","Module:ISOdate","Module:DateI18n","Module:Core","Module:PermissionTicket","Module:String","Module:Information\/styles.css","Module:SDC tracking"],"file_width":900,"content_model":"wikitext","wiki":"commonswiki","statement_keywords":["P6305=2010041610036129","P275=Q98592850","P6216=Q88088423","P6216=Q50423863"],"auxiliary_text":["DescriptionThorton book.pdf William Thornton, MD: A Gentleman of the Enlightenment Date 20008 Source Released by author Author George W. Paulson MD Permission (Reusing this file)","\u00a0 This work is free and may be used by anyone for any purpose. If you wish to use this content, you do not need to request permission as long as you follow any licensing requirements mentioned on this page. The Wikimedia Foundation has received an e-mail confirming that the copyright holder has approved publication under the terms mentioned on this page. This correspondence has been reviewed by a Volunteer Response Team (VRT) member and stored in our permission archive. The correspondence is available to trusted volunteers as ticket #2010041610036129. If you have questions about the archived correspondence, please use the VRT noticeboard. Ticket link: https:\/\/ticket.wikimedia.org\/otrs\/index.pl?Action=AgentTicketZoom&TicketNumber=2010041610036129 Find other files from the same ticket:","Public domainPublic domainfalsefalse","I, the copyright holder of this work, release this work into the public domain. This applies worldwide. In some countries this may not be legally possible; if so: I grant anyone the right to use this work for any purpose, without any conditions, unless such conditions are required by law."],"language":"en","title":"Thorton book.pdf","file_resolution":1102,"file_mime":"application\/pdf","page_id":10073556,"create_timestamp":"2010-04-20T13:43:53Z","file_height":1350,"weighted_tags":["image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q1347934|197","image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q997995|76","image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q2663991|76","image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q8486345|76","image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q1125338|76","image.linked.from.wikidata.p373\/Q32729632|197"],"text":"English","file_text":"William Thornton, M. D.\nGentleman of the Enlightenment.\n\nGeorge W. Paulson, M.D.\n\n\n\nWilliam Thornton, M. D.\nGentleman of the Enlightenment.\n\nGeorge W. Paulson, M.D.\nEmeritus Professor of Neurology, The Ohio State University\n2007\n\n\nDedicated to my beloved wife, Ruth B. Paulson, D.D.S.\n\n\nWilliam Thornton, M.D. - Gentleman of the Enlightenment\n\nTable of Contents\nIntroduction\n\npage\n1\n\nChapter 1\n\nYoung Immigrant and His Coming to America, 1786\n\nChapter 2\n\nEducation and Thornton\n\n29\n\nChapter 3\n\nTortola, Slavery, and Thornton\n\n53\n\nChapter 4\n\nCity of Washington, and Thornton\n\n87\n\nChapter 5\n\nThe Capitol Building\n\n123\n\nChapter 6\n\nWilliam Thornton, Residential Designer\n\n135\n\nChapter 7\n\nRepublican versus Federalist in the Time of Dr. Thornton\n\n151\n\nChapter 8\n\nPublishers and Publications in the Time of Thornton\n\n163\n\nChapter 9\n\nThe Friends of Thornton\n\n169\n\nChapter 10\n\nWilliam Thornton and the Patent Office\n\n241\n\nChapter 11\n\nThornton\u2019s Business Ventures and His Legacy to His Wife 257\n\nChapter 12\n\nThornton, South America, Greece, and Liberty\n\n265\n\nChapter 13\n\nScientific and Religious Interests\n\n279\n\nChapter 14\n\nAnna Maria Thornton\n\n297\n\nChapter 15\n\nLast Days\n\n309\n\nSources\/Bibliography\n\n7\n\n317\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF ENLIGHTENMENT\n\n\nINTRODUCTION\n\nIntroduction\nWilliam Thornton: He was born May 20, 1759, at Tortola, British\nWest Indies; served a medical apprenticeship 1777-1781; attended medical\nschool at the University of Edinburgh, 1781-1784; and received his M.D.\ndegree from Aberdeen University in 1784.\nHe moved to the United States in 1787 and became a citizen in 1788.\nEncouraged by Benjamin Franklin, Thornton won the competition to\ndesign the Philadelphia Library in 1789.\nLiving in Philadelphia he married Anna Maria Brodeau in 1790, and\nthen returned to Tortola (1790-1792) to live on his plantation there.\nWriting from Tortola, he submitted the winning design for the U. S.\nCapitol and returned for a lifetime of involvement in the new Federal City.\nHe was appointed by President Washington to be a Commissioner of\nthe District of Columbia (1794-1802). He was the founder of the U.S. Patent\noffice, and was its Director from 1802 until 1828.\nOn March 28, 1828 he died.\nIs that all there was? Not really, and to remember him is to celebrate\nhis times, and to cherish our own.\nWilliam Thornton, M.D. (1759-1828), one of the most gifted men of his\ntime, never became as famous as many of his contemporaries during the exciting\nchildhood of the United States of America, the time the Federal City became\nWashington, D.C. If not famous, then should anyone care to hear about him?\nEven if he was actually only a lesser light among the revered Revolutionary\nBand of Brothers, he was an intriguing polymath who contributed, wrote, and\ndreamed along with the best of them. His and their efforts, and his friendships\n1\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nand multiple conflicts, are presented as a tribute\nto the time, to the dreams, and to the man. The\ntime has been referred to as the \u201cEnlightenment\u201d,\nand the ideal for the educated gentleman of the\nday was to be involved, at least a dilettante, in\nmany things. Agriculture and the mechanic arts\nwere to be understood, that at least, and for sure.\nIt may not have seemed so at the time, but\nprobably those who cared and were also literate\ncould master much of the entire body of knowlWilliam Thornton.\nedge in Science and Medicine. Literature,\nClassics, Art and Architecture were other obvious areas the cultivated gentleman\nshould pursue. Jefferson is one example of a polymath of the Age, and gentleman Thornton was similar but perhaps less talented than Jefferson. He was\ncertainly less politic. Theirs was an age a man was expected to be skillful in\nmany areas, not necessarily to specialize in a single focus of scholarly activity.\nThornton was a gentleman of that age, and a slave owner, to boot.\nThe national motto \u201cE Pluribus Unum\u201d fits Thornton himself. Just as\none united nation was forged out of many units, units from several states and\nfrom various cultures, so too from a rich mix of creative individuals a new\nAmerican citizen appeared. This new American, and there were many of them,\nincluding Thornton, was not purely English, was surely not French, but was\nfirmly launched on the road to become an authentic and uniquely American\npatriot. New immigrants arrived in America daily and gradually much of their\nprior identity was shed or rubbed off. It was in the process of such loss, the\ninevitable change, that they became truly American. William Thornton was one\nof these new immigrants at a time we were blessed with a remarkable cluster of\nleaders, brothers in the spirit of the new freedom. He had turned to America\nfrom his native West Indies, and from the home of his youth, England, to seek a\nbetter life. Thornton was top-heavy with his many areas of interest, and with a\nsoul burdened by a conflicting variety of aspirations and skills, but judged by\nmodern times he may have lacked \u201cbottom\u201d, \u201cstick-to-itiveness\u201d, persistence.\nHis true personality, the true heart of the man, was hard for others to fathom\nthen, and is even harder to comprehend two hundred years later. He had\n2\n\n\nINTRODUCTION\n\nindependent financial support, possessed intense hunger for fame, evidenced\naristocratic graces, and demonstrated scientific and artistic talent. Why was he\nnot more successful, then? And why has he been so easily forgotten now? The\nironies, the ambivalences and alternatives in his character, are readily apparent.\nWho was this man, this gentleman, Dr. William Thornton?\nHe was a trained physician who had been educated at superb schools, but\na physician who practiced everything except medicine. He either did not believe\nin fees or, perhaps, was sure they were too small ever to merit his attention. The\ndaily routine of medicine may have failed to interest him, since it seemed to lack\nthe finer virtues, and a busy practice could have limited the upper class ties he so\neagerly sought. His recognized skills, for a time in great demand, were elsewhere than in medicine. Whatever the reasons, Thornton certainly never\nbecame recognized as a skillful practitioner of medicine, the one occupation for\nwhich he was actually well qualified. He was respected as a designer. He often\nreminded others that he was untrained as an architect, but his was the plan\naccepted for our U.S. Capitol, and several of our national architectural treasures\nowe their beauty to him.\nHe was intensely, and always, uncomfortable as a slave owner, as his\nwritings testify again and again, and he was a devout apostle of John Lettsom,\nhis mentor, who was also a Quaker and physician and who freed his own slaves.\nLettsom was a leader during the decades of British efforts to free all slaves.\nNevertheless, Thornton, who wrote frequently and eloquently about the tragedy\nof slavery, always relied on his personal slave holdings in the West Indies for his\nbasic income. He bought and sold, but he did not free, his slaves. Were there\nother inconsistencies in his character?\nThornton wrote persuasively of the need for general and universal\neducation for the average child in the United States, but he himself was most\ncomfortable in the company of the privileged and aristocratic class of Washington. Certainly he never became a teacher. His papers, those that are still\npreserved through the Library of Congress, reflect the typical religious sentiments of the time, sentiments that sound sanctimonious to a modern reader.\nNevertheless he readily expressed boredom with his native Quakerism.\nThornton was clever and talented in multiple areas, but despite this managed to\nlose much of his fortune not only through unwise speculation, as in gold mining\n3\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nin North Carolina, but also by continued devotion to racehorses, many of whom\nwere simply not fast enough.\nThere are similar contrasts in Thornton\u2019s business and creative life.\nThornton\u2019s fertile imagination presaged the development of both the steamboat\nand the machine gun, but he never manifested enough sustained effort to deserve\nfull credit for any single major invention. As the first Superintendent of the\nUnited States Patent Office, he set the pattern for much of America\u2019s later\ncreativity and productivity, but in the process he also received official reprimands for overt conflicts of interest. In the Patent Office he established what\nserved as the first museum in Washington, a collection of models now long since\ndestroyed, and he was once a friend of James Smithson, the Englishman whose\nlegacy stimulated a national effort in collection and display. The Patent Office\nwas important for young America, but Thornton felt that his position in the\nPatent Office was inadequately supported financially by his superiors and\ninadequately respected by his colleagues. Described by some as charming and\nwitty, he seemed unable to avoid friction with other men who manifested a\nclearer focus, and he was particularly quarrelsome with several who displayed\ntrue creative genius.\nThornton was not the first person to write novels that were neither\npublished nor read, but he published dozens of short articles and many sage\ncomments in the category of letters to the editor. His interest in language led\nhim to a once honored, but now totally ignored, concept of a universal system of\ninstruction in language and orthography. These techniques preceded the\nsuggestions of the much more famous Noah Webster (1758-1843), author of An\nAmerican Speller. Thornton\u2019s concepts of dreams and sleeping were decades\nahead of their time, but this scientifically trained physician was convinced that\nfish could be frozen for months and then still restored to life. His draftsmanship\nwas exceptional, and he painted well, but he discarded many of his drawings and\nafter his death his wife sold, or gave away, the rest. Ambiguity, mixed signals,\nforgotten conflicts, and a desire to both have more and to be more, were intrinsic\nto the man. So who was this man Thornton, what were his real accomplishments, and which ones really do deserve renewed recognition in our times? How\ndid an educated European contribute in rustic America? In the process of\n\n4\n\n\nINTRODUCTION\n\nrecalling the man Thornton, it is possible to assess the major concerns of his day\nthrough his written thought and recognized accomplishments.\nThis book attempts, in a time of specialization, to interpret this kaleidoscope of a multifaceted man while describing aspects of his time. The form is\nless a conventional or chronological life story than a discussion of the major\nthemes of his life and times. Other American leaders, many of whom were his\npersonal acquaintances, contributed to the excitement of the period. We glimpse\nThornton and his times through what these people did and said. Through his\nstory we can also witness them, and our own past.\nThornton\u2019s papers are available on microfilm from the Library of Congress, as are the papers of his wife. These have been read with the increasing\ncertainty that Thornton\u2019s wife purged key notes, particularly those between 1810\nand 1820, and continued to do so during her many years of life after the death of\nher husband. He ordered his papers sealed until 1915, perhaps because he was\nwell aware of the large numbers of letters that reflected conflicts. Many of those\nletters that are available have become more readable through the published\nselections by C. W. Harris. In addition, many writings about other figures of the\ntime have served as sources for reference, and these are listed in the bibliography. When quotations from him are utilized they are usually from the tapes of\nthe papers supplied by the Library of Congress, or are from the sources listed at\nthe end of the book.\nThornton lived in interesting times, had remarkable friends, and managed\nto acquire a few implacable enemies. What a time it was, and again, just who\nwas this cultured gentleman of that time?\n\n5\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\n6\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nCHAPTER 1\n\nA Young Immigrant and His Coming to America, 1786\n1759\n\nWilliam Thornton, Jr. is born to Dorcas and William Thornton\nat Tortola Island.\n1764\nSent to live and be educated with Quaker relatives in England.\n1777-1781 Apprenticed in medicine with a nearby physician and\napothecary.\n1783\nInternship and art studies in London.\n1781-1786 Various travels in Scotland, France, etc.\n1784\nAfter study in several places was awarded M. D. degree in\nAberdeen , Scotland.\n1785\nReturned briefly to Tortola.\n1786\nArrived in America.\nWilliam Thornton, Jr., was the first child of William Thornton and Dorcas\nZeagurs Thornton. He was probably born at the family plantation in Tortola,\nalthough Jenkins reports he was born on Jost van Dyke, the nearby island where\nhis mentor Lettsom was born. Little Jost Van Dyke Island is a tiny 3.5 square\nmiles of land, named for a Dutch buccaneer, and is within eyesight of Tortola\nIsland, which is a bit larger at 21 square miles. Both islands are part of the\nBritish West Indies, and located in the Caribbean. For decades Tortola sheltered\na Quaker, or Friends, congregation that came to the Indies before 1750. It was\nout of what was left of this small Quaker settlement that William Thornton, Jr.,\noriginated. His family came from the north of England, near Lancaster, at least\nhis father\u2019s family did. A supportive relative, James Birket of Lancaster, who\nhad lived in Tortola and Antigua, had encouraged a flourishing trade in sugar\nfrom the Indies as well as sponsoring Quaker connections in the islands. The\nBirkets and Thorntons shared several business and familial relationships during\n7\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nthe middle of the 1700s. Three of the four Thornton sons, Thomas, William,\nand Jonathan, eventually settled on various islands in the West Indies, each\nseeking to prosper as sugar merchants.\n\nMap of Tortola Island.\n\nThe Quakers in Tortola traced their origins to John Pickering, who had\nprobably been influenced in Antigua by James Birket himself. According to\nAbraham, Pickering came out of Antigua, also in the British West Indies, and\nestablished the first Tortola-based meeting group in 1741. Pickering became the\nhighly respected Governor of Tortola. He died when William Thornton, Jr., was\nonly 10. The prominent families in the Islands often knew each other well, and\nPickering had personal relationship with the Thorntons. After Pickering lost his\nfirst wife in 1747 (Jenkins), he looked to the people he knew in Antigua for her\nreplacement, and, possibly related, Absalom and Rebecca Zeagers brought their\ntwo daughters, Rebecca and Dorcas to visit. After all, there were very few\nsuccessful whites living in the islands. In 1756 there were only 460 white\npersons with 3864 slaves. (Hunt) Pickering married Rebecca Zeagers. Accord8\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\ning to Jenkins, who romanticized the story, when Pickering returned to England\nto visit the Quakers in northern England Pickering and Dorcas Zeagers met\nWilliam Thornton, the father of our subject. Thornton came to Tortola Island\nand then became the bridegroom of Dorcas. It was considered very important\nfor Quakers to marry within their somewhat persecuted faith, and William\nThornton arrived in Tortola as an accepted Quaker. Perhaps not an ideal\nQuaker, however, since he was once disciplined for laxity, then disowned by the\nsect for his \u201chuman frailties\u201d in 1760. The family of Dorcas Zeagers owned\nsome of the best land on the island, near Sea Cow Bay, land that was highly\ndesirable for the cultivation of sugar cane. The Thorntons were also affluent as\npart of a successful merchant family living on an estate called Greenaire, near\nLancaster, England. The estate was close to the home of the Birkett family that\nincluded the wealthy uncle of Dorcas Zeagers Thornton. So there were business,\nreligious, and personal links that tied the group together. The origin of the\nZeagers family is unknown. Jenkins suggests the name Zeagers might represent\nan anglicized version of a French name, Sejur.\nWilliam, Jr., the son and our subject, was born to Dorcas and William\nThornton, near the family plantation, called Pleasant Valley, on May 20, 1759.\nThere is some uncertainty about the dates, Hunt says Thornton was born on May\n27, and Hunt seems uncertain about the exact year, but the Thornton tapes do\nsuggest 1759. Thornton himself wrote that his birthday was May 20. William\nThornton, Sr., died suddenly and without a will on July 23, 1760. A second son,\nAbsalom, was born, possibly in 1760. (Stearns and Yerkes) Jenkins also names\nEdward as a brother but that name doesn\u2019t seem to seem to appear elsewhere.\nAfter the father\u2019s death, Dorcas married Captain John Baillie in 1766, and the\ncouple agreed to divide the Tortola property into shares for the boys and to give\nthe property to them when they reached twenty-one. Baillie died soon after the\nwedding and Dorcas, the now quite wealthy widow, married Thomas Thomason,\nfrom St. Croix Island in the U. S. Virgin Islands. William, Jr., always referred to\nThomason as \u201cmy father,\u201d and his letters mention his profound grief on the\noccasion of the later deaths of both Absalom, his natural brother, and Thomason,\nhis step-father. Harris writes the clearest summary of any of the biographers,\nand the tapes of Thornton are confirmatory (Harris, xxxv): \u201cNot surprisingly,\nDorcas Zeagurs Thornton remarried in 1766 and, on being widowed a second\n9\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\ntime, married a third husband about 1773. William Thornton\u2019s second step\nfather, Thomas Thomason, merchant, of Tortola, whom he would call \u201cmy\nfather\u201d in his manhood, proved to be long-lived (1740-1813?) and an able\nprotector of the family estate, if, unfortunately for Thornton, more sensitive to\nthe interests of his own son, Thornton\u2019s half brother, who, undoubtedly with some\ncalculation in mind, had been given the name James Birket Thomason.\u201d Both\nWilliam and his wife, Anna Maria, lived several later years on the plantation\nwith the Thomasons, but all was not sweetness and light, and there were several\ntimes when the man he called \u201cmy father\u201d did not support projects proposed by\nThornton.\nFour years after the death of Thornton\u2019s father, William and Absalom\nwere sent to Lancaster under the official supervision of their great-uncle James\nBirket. Lancaster, an ancient castle town, was a long, long, way from home and\nmother. Upper class families in both England and America often sent sons\nabroad for schooling, but in Tortola there was also the danger of early death,\nexposure to the evils of slavery, and temptations to leave the Quaker model of\nsimplicity and frugality. Much of the supervision of the boys must have been\ngiven by grand-mother Margaret Birket Thornton and two aunts who lived on\nthe estate. These two loving maiden aunts in Lancaster, Mary and Jane\nThornton, supplied much early guidance, but young Thornton also attended\nschool near the Quaker meetinghouse, in a setting where the classics were\nemphasized. The numerous books in the Birket library interested Thornton and\nsome volumes were enthusiastically mentioned later. Probably his great-uncle\nBirket could spin stories of the West Indies he knew so well. James Birket,\nreportedly a strict man, tried to limit the escapades of the vigorous youth, who\nwas soon to receive personal income from his biological father\u2019s estate in\nTortola. Possibly experience in the accounting or business aspects of the family\nwere tried, without success, to attract the young Thornton into the offices of the\nfirm. At seventeen or eighteen years of age, a bit late for the time, William\nbecame an apprentice to Dr. John Fell at Ulverstone. Government or military\nservice was not encouraged for Quaker boys, and if they were bright medicine\noffered a worthy alternative.\nThornton\u2019s diary, June 20, 1777, records: \u201cI am bound apprentice from\nth\nthe 10 May, 1777 (being the day I came to Ulverstone) to the end of the\n10\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nabovement four years.\u201d Ulverstone, near the Cumbrian Mountains, had a long\ntradition of Quakerism and Quaker churches, and a proud history of Quaker\ncourage in the face of overt hostility from neighbors. The Fell family had been\nprominent within the group of Quakers ever since George Fox, a leading Quaker\nmissionary of the day, had married the widow Dame Margaret Fell of\nSwarthmore Hall. Thornton worked in Doctor Fell\u2019s apothecary shop. Most\ndoctors of the time compounded drugs and dispensed them to augment their\nincome. It seems to have been a relatively happy time, with some recreation,\nand a chance to draw as witnessed by a mezzotint engraving that remains.\nIt is possible that Thornton\u2019s decision to become a physician was influenced by what he experienced as apprentice with Dr. Fell, but he was even more\ninfluenced by his much admired and illustrious older friend, John Coakley\nLettsom, a physician who originated from the same Caribbean Quaker tradition\nas Thornton. William Thornton\u2019s apprenticeship with Dr. Fell was completed in\nMay of 1781 and the following fall he formally enrolled in the most famous\nmedical school in Britain, the University of Edinburgh. By this time, as an\nindependent and even affluent student away from his family, William was\nreceiving income from personal holdings back on Tortola Island, and with this\nhe could buy scientific books and travel around Scotland and northern England.\nHe also enjoyed travel the summer after the completion of the apprenticeship,\nafter writing on May 10, 1781; \u201cthis day does my four year chain drop off.\u201d\nAmong the people he met on his travels was the poet Thomas Wilkinson (17611836), a Quaker poet who readily discussed the evils of slavery with Thornton.\nSo the young medical student began his studies in a superb medical school in\nEurope; with the Quaker admonitions about slavery drilled into him, property in\nTortola that depended on slaves, a penchant for travel, and an attraction to art.\nPlus he possessed a restless, inquisitive, and perhaps somewhat inconstant\nnature.\nAt the time, Edinburgh, Scotland, was renowned for scientific effort in\nmedical areas ranging from Human Anatomy to the study and humane treatment\nof the insane. Thornton was in Edinburgh in the midst of its exceptional faculty\nfor two years. In addition, there was the Scottish countryside for Thornton to\nvisit, young women to meet, and a chance to study the then modern elegant\nGeorgian architecture characteristic of that part of Scotland. Young William\n11\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nsketched some of the better buildings, plus a few of the ruined castles, and\nretained for his lifetime a keen interest in several of the more memorable estates.\nThese days of youthful growth and study help account for his later firm fixation\non formal Georgian architectural tradition, and his lifetime interest in buildings,\nparks, and city management.\nBut he was actually in Edinburgh to study science and medicine. There\nwere numerous natural scientists and engineers in Scotland for Thornton to\nmeet, including James Watt with his interest in steam engines, and James Lynn\nwho had discovered that lemon juice protected against scurvy and who discovered fresh water could be distilled from seawater. Thornton may have been\ninfluenced by men such as the Quaker and philanthropist William Tuke who\npublicaly urged humane treatment for the mentally ill in 1792. Years later\nThornton expressed the view that mental illness was largely organic, and had a\nphysical basis. Dr. Benjamin Rush of Philadelphia, who received his M. D.\ndegree in Edinburgh in 1768 and is now acclaimed as an early psychiatrist in\nAmerica, began to develop his philosophy about mental illness when he too was\nin Scotland. Rush and Thornton were friends, but Thornton later criticized Rush\nfor his overly enthusiastic bleeding of patients during the 1793 yellow fever\nepidemic in Philadelphia. William Cullen, the teacher of both men, had suggested judicious blood letting as a major therapeutic measure. There was,\nhowever, ample reason for Thornton\u2019s dissent by 1793. Both Thornton and,\neven more vigorously, his mentor John Lettsom, disagreed with Rush when he\ninsisted Yellow Fever originated in the United States, spontaneously appearing\nas a new disorder. The two men from Tortola were positive the condition had\nbeen present earlier in the Indies. (Abraham) On hand, as a teacher for\nThornton, was Dr. Francis Home, the man who pioneered the boiling of water as\na preventive measure to avoid infections. Later, while back in Tortola, Thornton\npioneered a filtration system of his own to purify water. He, or his wife who\nlived long after him, kept few notes of lectures given by his medical professors,\nbut he mentioned comments from John Brown, the physician who ultimately\nsigned the degree of M.D. for Thornton (Jenkins). Brown, who injured his own\nhealth as he encouraged the liberal use of alcohol and opium in treating disease,\nvigorously discredited the practice of blood letting. He did so long before\nstrenuous bleeding was discontinued by most of the physicians of the time.\n12\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nWhile still a student of medicine, Thornton continued to slip away for\ntrips to the nearby castles where he measured and sketched some of the Gothic\narches. \u201cThe pillars are nine feet, eight inches. The capitals are peculiar,\namong them is an angel weighing souls,\u201d reads one of his entries. Thornton\nwatched and listened to people while they talked, and he observed their numerous dialects. He noted that sound was modified by the lips to produce speech. It\nis reported that Thornton himself stuttered or stammered, and perhaps because\nof this he may have watched lips particularly closely. He reported later that he\ndiscovered the need for a new way to teach language; not from any handicap of\nhis own, however, but while trying to teach one of his slaves how to read. From\nobservation of varied accents and dialects he later produced Cadmus, a published\nscheme of simplified spelling with a concept of how to teach the deaf to speak.\nHis letters, and the brief remaining notes of his trips, show that his interest in\nsleep and dreams began at about the same time, while wandering around\nScotland.\nThornton matriculated at the medical school in October 1781, and did\nattend the University of Edinburgh for the sessions 1781-1782 and 1782-1783.\nHe next began travels in Europe and Scotland, with visits in London and Paris.\nHe did not graduate from Edinburgh. Thornton received his official, but labeled\n\u201ccollateral\u201d, medical degree from the Protestant alternative to Kings College,\nMarischal College of Aberdeen University, on November 10, 1784. On November 23, 1784, Dr. John Walker wrote to Aberdeen: \u201cI have presumed to give you\nthis trouble in favor of my friend Mr. Thornton, and of his application to the\nMarishal College, for a degree in medicine. He has gone through all the\nmedical classes here, except the botany, and by the rules of this college he\nwould be thereby prevented from receiving his degree till next Septr., but of this\ndelay his affairs will not admit since he is obliged to return soon to the West\nIndies. During his studies here I have had particular access to observe his\nbehavior and qualifications, and am persuaded, that he will do honour to any\nuniversity that may bestow upon him the favor he requests. He has been all\nalong one of the most respectable medical students in this place; and has an\nexcellent literary and publick spirit and has been much noticed and regarded.\nHe was elected a member of the Antiquarian and Royal Medical Societies, and\nhas been one of the presidents of our Society of Natural History.\u201d\n13\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nSo Thornton actually cut short part of the time for formal medical training\nat Edinburgh, as he had unsuccessfully asked his Great Uncle Birket to allow\nhim to do when he was an apprentice. He nevertheless succeeded in obtaining\nhis diploma. According to Harris\u2019s summary, Thornton had begun to move in\nthe higher social circles of Scotland and London, surely a change from the hours\nalone with books, other students, or in the company of his Quaker aunts or Dr.\nFell. Thornton\u2019s social awareness and charming manner, his ability to draw, and\nhis family connections, opened doors to great houses for him. Thornton helped\nSir John Dalrymple in designs for guns, and interacted with other inventors as\nwell as with social luminaries in Scotland and England. His family patron,\nJames Birket, died in 1783, and, apparently finally choosing to complete his\nmedical training, shortly thereafter Thornton attended St Bartholomew\u2019s\nHospital in London for six months. He served there in a position similar to a\nmodern externship for students, or an internship for beginning doctors. While\nin London he became acquainted with members of the artistic circles, and even\nwhile still a student of medicine he registered for courses at the Royal Academy\nof Art. In London he also had ample opportunity to chat with his admired\nmentor, Dr. James Lettsom. When Thornton prepared to go to America in 1784,\nit was Lettsom who wrote an introductory letter to Benjamin Franklin.\nWilliam lost his half-brother Absalom to disease in 1781, during the time\nof training and travel. Of course William did not remember his biological father\nwho died when William was a child. Since he had been sent to England,\nThornton and his mother had been separated for over a decade. Mother Dorcas,\nprobably independently wealthy even before she was twice widowed, visited\nLondon at a time that coincided with the completion of his final duties at St.\nBartholomew\u2019s Hospital. It was reportedly a joyous reunion for both mother and\nson. For a time Thornton lived with the Thomasons, relatives of his mother\u2019s\nthird and current husband, and located at 15 Norfolk Street in London. He\nattended formal art classes in the evening. Thornton had the pleasure of\nintroducing his mother and stepfather to Lettsom, and both mother and son\ncorresponded for years with the senior physician, fellow native of the West\nIndies and well respected in the Indies.\nWhile he was still a youth in England, Thornton became keenly sensitive\nto the miseries of slavery. In a letter home he commented on the persistence of\n14\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nthe lesions he had seen left by whips made from\nthe strands of date palm leaves. Thornton himself\ndid return briefly to Tortola in May 1785, and\nagain from 1790-1792, but despite the urgings of\nLettsom William Thornton never did return\nextensively to England to build a life or to\nestablish a medical practice.\nDuring his time in France in the 1780s\nThornton met with Benjamin Franklin, and with\nsome of the local physicians, but he was more\nThornton sketch.\nentranced with an older beauty who wrote about\nhim, and to him, even after he left Paris. She was the Countess D. Beauharnais,\nor \u201cFanny\u201d, and he surely at the very least admired her. She approved a lovely\nsketch he made of her. The Countess\u2019s brother-in-law was the Governor of the\nCaribbean Island of Martinique and it seems probable that Thornton had known\nsome of the family earlier. One of the Countess\u2019s family members later became\nthe Empress Josephine, whose baby girl was the Queen of Holland. The Countess, who became such a dear friend of Thornton, was a prominent hostess for\nliterary salons in Paris, and a bit of a poetess in her own right. She composed\nseveral poems that praised her English friend Thornton, \u201canglais, indien, et\nquaker\u201d. Several examples of doodling or sketches done by Thornton decades\nlater look a bit like the careful one he did of his friend the Countess years earlier.\nShe helped him apply to the Spanish Court for a chance to travel and study in\nthe Spanish colonies. He was unsuccessful then, and later, in achieving any\nsignificant Spanish connection. In France, Thornton sketched both pastoral\nscenes and buildings, but most of these drawings are now lost or were destroyed\nafter his death. The time in France was probably spent largely in Paris, but the\nnotes and sketches confirm visits and sketches out into the countryside and even\nover to Switzerland. There is no record of the Paris correspondence, and it is\nprobable that Anna Maria, Thornton\u2019s wife, later destroyed all records of\nThornton\u2019s stay in Paris. She stated, after her husband\u2019s death, as recorded in\nHarris and confirmed from her tapes, that the Countess sent \u201cthe doctor\u201d... \u201cthe\nmost impassioned epistles\u201d and \u201cthe adoration she expressed amounted almost\nto impiety.\u201d Thornton watched hot air balloons and traveled on boats in France,\n15\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nThornton sketches.\n16\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nand on the trips he was with Countess Fanny and a new good friend, Count\nAndreani, later a much celebrated visitor to America. While on the leisurely\ncanal trips the talk may have included the possibility of boats powered by steam,\nand did include discussion of eventual flight by humans. During these formative\nyears he was financially secure, with a steady income from his share of the\nplantation at Pleasant Valley, back in Tortola Island. His French and his social\npolish both improved, and Fanny may have been a great help in his developing\nsophistication.\nThornton\u2019s ideas of social reform preceded his time in France, but must\nhave been reinforced when he was there. The French Revolution was soon to\nerupt. Thornton was never truly enamored with French Revolutionary fervor\nand its push for \u201cequality\u201d, but as an adult he was always involved with plans for\nliberty for Blacks in his native environment in Tortola and for Blacks already\nfree in America. Nevertheless, despite the intense stirring of the youthful\nQuaker conscience of young Doctor Thornton, he seems to have been very\ncomfortable, probably most comfortable, in the presence of the wealthy and\nsophisticated of the day in both France and America. He continued to correspond with several of his European friends for decades, often about slavery,\nfreedom, and the rights of man.\nIn France Thornton met Henry Smeathman again, having met him earlier\nat joint meetings organized by Lettsom. Smeathman was already well known in\nEngland for his efforts to repatriate freed slaves. Smeathman was a Biologist, an\nexpert on ants, and a popular figure on the lecture circuit, and he and Thornton\ncorresponded for years. Another friend Thornton met in France, the geologist\nBarthelemy Faujas de Saint-Frod, easily persuaded Thornton to join him in 1784\nfor a three months tour of Scotland. Through this relationship and at dinner\nparties on the way, Thornton visited with Sir Joseph Banks, the naturalist,\npolitical figure, and President of the Royal Society of Scientists, and he also\nvisited with Sir William Herschel, the astronomer, who was later asked to supply\nThornton with one of his high-powered telescopes. On the geological tour of\nScotland, Thornton and Faujas were accompanied by Count Andreani and by\nJames Macie, later known as James Smithson, who endowed what became the\nSmithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.\n\n17\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nIn Scotland the young men visited daily with each other, even seemed to\n\u201crough it\u201d, for the three months while also calling on established scientists,\nminers, and simple folk. They collected specimens and studied local geological\nformations. On uncomfortable occasions Smithson and Thornton had to share a\ntent and then once a frighteningly cold and damp cave. Smithson, destined to be\nalways a bachelor, died on June 24, 1829, Thornton on March 28, 1828. Both\nSmithson and Thornton were already becoming ill when Smithson wrote his\nfinal will, which designated his gift to establish an institution in a city he had\nnever seen: \u201cfor the increase and diffusion of Knowledge among men.\u201d John\nQuincy Adams, the neighbor of Thornton, did more than any other single\nlegislator to direct the gift for the purpose intended by Smithson. The decision\nwas much discussed in D.C., but never appears in the daily diary kept by\nThornton\u2019s wife.\nIt has never been clear why Smithson endowed science in a country he\nhad never visited, though some have suggested that it was the extensive contact\nwith Thornton, when both were young men, that influenced Smithson as he\nwrote his will on the 23rd of October, 1826. Nina Burleigh states: \u201cRecently a\ntheory was advanced that Smithson\u2019s interest in Washington and its institutions\nmight have been as a result of his acquaintance with the only other man on the\nexpedition who was around the same age. William Thornton, the future designer\nof the American Capitol was in his mid twenties when he and James Macie\n(Smithson) and the others adventured across Scotland and made the wild water\ncrossing to Staffa. Throughout his life one of Smithson\u2019s side interests was in\nbuildings and architecture.\u201d No supportive letters or other proof has turned up.\nSmithson\u2019s letters burned before they were carefully studied, and Thornton\u2019s\nwife and his executor pruned his letters. The gift from Smithson was extremely\ncontroversial for over a decade and the socially conscious Anna Maria Thornton\nsaid she destroyed letters from Europe. Why would such a gift be controversial?\nThere was disagreement about how to use the money. Perhaps for some people\nthere was also concern that Smithson was an unmarried gambler, and illegitimate to boot, and as John C. Calhoun and others stated, surely the U. S. A. did\nnot need to take money from an Englishman.\nThe travel report published by Faujas years later praises Thornton\u2019s\nhumor during the trip in 1784, and mentions the careful drawings of the\n18\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nlandmarks when Thornton (page 22, vol. 2) \u201ctook some sketches of it.\u201d Once he\n\u201ctook a drawing of the cave which could be seen in a true point of view from the\nsea only\u201d and in the rowboat \u201cmy dear Thornton became sick with her rolling.\u201d\nAnd later (page 26) Faujas noted: \u201cMy intrepid friend, William Thornton,\nscarcely yet recovered from his fatigue, notwithstanding all the dangers he had\nalready met with, told me that he was also ready to recommence the voyage.\nThis young American had so strong a desire of information, particularly in\neverything connected with Natural History, that nothing was capable of dampening his ardor.\u201d Then, after his apparently wonderful time in France, his\ngeological experiences with the guys, and a briefer return to Britain, in May,\n1785, Thornton was off to consolidate his fortune in the Caribbean. There were\nmultiple reasons to return to the land of his birth. Countess Fanny later said he\nwas prompted by loyalty to his mother. As Harris summarizes, he was thinking\nof ways to advance the goal of abolition, hoped to contribute to science by\ndefining the plants in Tortola, and, most relevant of all, he needed to define the\nextent of his holdings. He expected to practice medicine, and make a bit of\nmoney, as Lettsom had done so successfully.\nThornton was well aware of the example of Lettsom, who returned to\nTortola, freed his slaves, and still managed to make a profit by practicing\nmedicine. Things didn\u2019t go as well as all that for Thornton. He did practice a\nbit of medicine in Tortola, but said later he did not often charge the patients, and\nfound collection of fees to be uncertain. He also discovered it was unclear which\nportion of the estate was his and which portion was that of his stepfather or his\nstepfather\u2019s son. In addition, the stepfather had made improvements that did not\ninvolve Thornton. Possibly Thornton, having spent his youth in Europe, never\nfelt himself to be a full participant in the culture of Tortola Island. He had\nwritten a great deal already that suggested freeing the slaves was an ultimate\nnecessity, and such a suggestion would hardly have endeared him to his white\nneighbors in Tortola, all of whom owned slaves.\nNevertheless, Thornton did try hard to be successful back on the plantation he called home. Scholarly activity, and writing, continued, always continued, for Thornton. He wrote detailed letters back to England describing the\nplants that were native to the island, indeed planned to write a scientific book\nabout the flora of his birthplace, but despite dozens of pages of data he never\n19\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\ncompleted that project. He camped on Sage Mountain on the ridge of Tortola,\nand he established a garden in the valley to study specimens of plants. Despite\nhis energy, and his charm and erudition, his abolitionist views labeled him a\nclear threat to the neighbors and also distressed his mother and his stepfather.\nIn addition, Thornton was said to have felt that medicine could be disgusting\nand messy, and perhaps in Tortola it was indeed so. And besides all that he\nprobably became ill more than once since he lacked the immunity to island\ninfections that lifetime residents would have shared.\nLettsom had been a bit cleverer when he returned to practice medicine on\nTortola. Lettsom revealed his plan to free his slaves only after he had succeeded\nin attracting wealthy patients, and freed the slaves at the end of his time on the\nisland. In addition Lettsom owned fewer slaves than were held on the\nThornton\u2019s Pleasant Valley Estate, and they were all owned by Lettsom, not as in\nThornton\u2019s place by a family consortium. Despite freeing his slaves, Lettsom\nwas so respected in Tortola that when former Governor John Pickering was\ndying it was Lettsom who held his hand, and addressed the distraught slaves.\nLettsom named his handsome youngest son Pickering (Abraham), a man who\ndied a month after he married the wealthy widow Ruth Hodge Georges in\nTortola, on September 22, 1808. The wife, at 42, was 16 years older than her\nhusband. Two months after the loss of her husband she also died.\nIt was not only the strained relationships with his stepfather, nor just his\nfailure to achieve fame as a local physician, that prompted Thornton to leave\nTortola. Worst of all for Thornton, or so his wife reported in her diary, Thornton\nhad failed, according to Mrs. Thornton due to intervention by others, in efforts to\ncourt an heiress, one that Anna Maria called \u201cMiss R. H.\u201d The prospective\nbride was probably a member of the Hodge family, major landholders and\npossessors of 1000 slaves. (Abraham) The Ruth Hodge in Tortola mentioned\nabove would have been 18 or 19 when Thornton left Tortola for Philadelphia.\nApparently secondary to this romantic setback, and his financial, family and\nmedical disappointments in Tortola, but more statistically likely to have been\nrelated to mosquitoes, Thornton acquired a serious illness, or so his wife reported years later in her diary. These experiences prompted him to move to the\nformer British colonies that had recently become the United States of America,\nand the young Quaker arrived in Philadelphia in October 1786.\n20\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nBrissot de Warville\u2019s book, New Travels in the United States, recorded\nThornton\u2019s views on the eventual necessity to eliminate slavery, and there is\nlater correspondence with other Frenchmen Thornton felt he could enlist in the\nbattle against slavery. Thornton met Brissot de Warville, founder of a major\nFrench society to alleviate the distress of slaves, in New York in February, 1788,\nand wrote Brissot detailed plans for African colonization on November 29, 1788.\nBrissot was guillotined in 1793, and that event must have enhanced the Quaker\nThornton\u2019s evolving, and finally intense, distaste for the bloodshed produced by\nthe French Revolution.\nBy 1787, by the time Thornton was well settled, briefly in New York, and\nthen in Philadelphia, he had learned a great deal about America. His contacts in\nrevolutionary Paris surely enhanced dreams that he brought with him to his new\nland, especially the aspirations with regard to slavery. He was readily accepted\nby many, Harris (xlii) records: \u201cIn her informative journal Ann Warder took\nnotice on two occasions in November 1786 of \u2018 the greatly talked of and much\nadmired Dr. Thornton,\u2019 who was \u2018 eminent for his understanding, being an\nauthor, and traveling now for information to publish a book.\u2019\u201d He was idealistic\nand full of both curiosity and erudition, but what did he actually look like at the\ntime? Several portraits do exist, including a self-portrait, and these show a man\nwho is confident, even arrogant, to the modern eye. P. J. Staudenraus, (page 5)\nfollowing review of many of the old records, suggested: \u201cSelf- assured, intelligent, and well groomed, Thornton wore his Quaker label lightly. His coreligionists called him a \u2018wet Quaker\u2019 because he wore a powdered wig, silver\nbuckles, and other accouterments frowned on by the Friends. His clothing and\nmanners betrayed a characteristic tendency to shun modesty. He searched the\nlarge towns for a wealthy wife and won his way into the upper circles of New\nYork City society.\u201d Staudenraus mentions Thornton\u2019s contact with Brissot de\nWarville who reported: \u201cMr. Thornton, who by his vivacity and pleasant\nmanners seems to belong to the French nation, was born in Antigua. His mother\nowns a plantation there, and it was there, instead of growing callous like most\nother plantation owners, he acquired that humanity and compassion for Negroes\nwhich is a source of torment for him. He told me that, had he been able to do\nso, he would have set his Negroes free, but since he could not, he treated them\nlike human beings. Since his father likewise followed the same principle, there\n21\n\n\nWILLIAM THORNTON, M.D. - GENTLEMAN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT\n\nwas no recruitment of Negroes on his plantation.\u201d According to Brissot, \u201cThis\nenergetic friend of the Negroes is convinced we cannot hope to see a sincere\nunion between them and the Whites in the United States as long as the difference\nin color exists and as long as they both do not enjoy the same rights.\u201d Brissot,\nwho until he was executed remained Thornton\u2019s friend and correspondent, states\nThornton sent an observer to Africa at his own expense in order to determine\nprospects for industry in Africa for the Blacks he planned to resettle there.\nThe large number of his letters, more than any single note or portrait, lets\nus know Thornton had acquired many admirers, friends, and important acquaintances, and that he relished his extensive correspondence. That was expected for\na gentleman of his social standing. It is not, of course, possible to know exactly\nwhat Thornton felt in his heart despite the numerous letters and the repetitive\nthemes that appear in the surviving documents. He does offer us clues, however.\nSome writers refer to his playful, but at times biting, doggerel verses, some of it\nwritten just for humor and others to convey a positive message, such as his\npoems eulogizing Jefferson and Adams. Entire busy periods of his life are\nmissing from the tapes, but some themes, as variations on a poem comparing\nsleep to a little death, appear literally dozens of times. Similarly his interest in\nthe failings of Napoleon, the need for ambassadors in South America, and his\nconcerns about the priority of his own work or to defend the inventive originality\nof John Fitch, appear like an insistent red thread throughout the papers. His\nwife left some of his sketches and poems with the papers and did copy some of\nthe letters, but we are missing many sketches or paintings that she specifically\nmentions. She herself was skilled with drawing, and was a remarkably supportive helpmate. Occasionally it is uncertain in the documents which of the pair\nactually wrote a particular letter, but both Thorntons do regularly let us read\ntheir opinions. And they do so repetitively.\nThornton lived in what has been called the Age of the Enlightenment, a\ntime with great upsurge in humanitarian sentiments; and he arrived in Philadelphia, the most political town in America, as a Quaker who still owned slaves.\nHow could his, and then all other, slaves be freed peacefully? In New York, then\nin Philadelphia, and later as a resident in the Federal City, Thornton had\nsufficient money from Tortola to live comfortably by the standards of the day, but\nhe certainly never had enough money to sponsor his long fantasized expedition\n22\n\n\nCHAPTER 1 - YOUNG IMMIGRANT\n\nto return freed Blacks \u201chome\u201d to Africa. Despite this, soon after he arrived in\nAmerica, he went to New England to discuss his concepts of African colonization with the Reverend Samuel Hopkins, a leading anti-slavery spokesman of the\nday. Hopkins considered him flighty and impractical. (Harris) Thornton also\ntraveled to Rhode Island and Boston to meet with black men and women and\nwith other abolitionist leaders of the time. There were rumors that Africa was\ninhospitable, and the freed Blacks may have been dubious about Thornton\u2019s\nplans for an African colony.\nDuring these early times in America, Thornton continued his extensive\ncommunication with Lettsom. He once sent money to Thornton from the\nLondon relatives, the Thomasons. The two physicians corresponded about many\nthings in addition to slavery, and in one letter Lettsom thanked William for his\ngift of peculiarly American pets, a bear cub and a squirrel. Both of these were\nreportedly simply \u201ctoo mischievous\u201d to survive.\nRegarding their mutual interest in slavery, Lettsom specifically warned\nThornton to forget his frequently reiterated desire to go to the African West\nCoast to assuage the slavery issue, and to do it almost single-handedly.\nThornton wrote Lettsom in May 1787 (Harris): \u201cI know of no other person who\nwill make the same sacrifices of family, friends, fortune and an expensive\neducation, with the most precious years in the prime of life, to live with the most\nrejected and despised part of mankind, and in an unhealthy climate...My lands\nin the West Indies...I mean to give to my mother, and the blacks, their liberty.\u201d\nMaybe he did mean to give the Blacks liberty, but exhortations from his family\nreminded the young man that the slave property was not his alone to sell. Dr.\nLettsom wrote Thornton, and several similar letters are in the papers compiled\nby Harris: \u201cThis project has to do with thy fortune. Thee did not make them\nslaves, and has not this circumstance to answer for . . . if thou observe superior\nunderstanding in any of them, give such the post of manager, or a larger\ncondition of freedom, if unable to bear total emancipation. Thy business is to\nrender them as happy as their moral constitution will allow, and that is by\nordering mild treatment and a generous subsistence. The liberation of thy\nslaves would prove an extensive injury to them in my opinion, from every\nconsideration of their happiness, and of thine own.\u201d Thornt","timestamp":"2021-05-15T09:00:28Z","redirect":[],"heading":["Summary","Licensing"],"source_text":"== {{int:filedesc}} ==\n{{Information\n|Description=William Thornton, MD: A Gentleman of the Enlightenment\n|Source=Released by author\n|Date=20008\n|Author=George W. Paulson MD\n|Permission={{PermissionTicket|id=2010041610036129}}\n|other_versions=\n}}\n\n== {{int:license-header}} ==\n{{PD-self}}\n\n[[Category:Book covers]]\n[[Category:William Thornton]]\n[[Category:Photographs by NSPaul]]","version_type":"external","file_media_type":"OFFICE","coordinates":[],"file_bits":0,"version":560528491,"file_size":10131535,"external_link":["https:\/\/wcqs-beta.wmflabs.org\/#%23defaultView:ImageGrid%09%0ASELECT%20?image%20%20%20%7B%0A%20%20?file%20wdt:P6305%20%222010041610036129%22%20.%0A%20%20?file%20schema:url%20?image.%0A%7D%20%0A","https:\/\/ticket.wikimedia.org\/otrs\/index.pl?Action=AgentTicketZoom&TicketNumber=2010041610036129"],"namespace_text":"File","statement_count":4,"namespace":6,"text_bytes":378,"label_count":0,"incoming_links":1,"category":["Items with VRTS permission confirmed","Self-published work","PD-self","Book covers","William Thornton","Photographs by NSPaul"],"outgoing_link":["Template:PermissionTicket\/en","Template:PermissionTicket\/Users","Commons:Reusing_content_outside_Wikimedia","Commons:Volunteer_Response_Team","Commons:Volunteer_Response_Team\/Noticeboard"]}}]
